
I wanted a particular headset so I could make and receive phone calls through my computer. The 
headset I wanted retailed for $100 at BestBuy. I waited till it went on sale for $80 and I drove to 
my local store to buy it. When I got there, they were out of the headset I wanted. After a long wait, 
I got a sales person to check with the BestBuy across town. They had 7 listed in their store inventory, 
but after 30 minutes of driving to that location and another 10 minutes of waiting for a sales person 
to help me, no one could find any of the 7 headsets anywhere in the store. I went home completely 
frustrated. Then it occurred to me: maybe I should check shopYTB. Good idea! Through shopYTB, 
Bestbuy.com had the headset I wanted for the same $80 sales price, plus 1.5% cashback. That 
would have been great, but there were many other Computer and Electronics stores in shopYTB 
that I’d never even heard of. One of them, J&R Electronics, had the very headset I wanted for $2 
less than BestBuy’s sale price and I didn’t even have to pay sales tax—a $6 savings. PLUS I earned 
$2.00 cash back. WOW! The headset was delivered to my house without the miles, gas, time, and 
frustration spent trying to buy in-store at BestBuy. I am sold on shopping online and sold on shopYTB. 

-Frank Endris



For my mom’s birthday, I wanted to give her a Webcam so we could bridge the 1100 miles between 
us and she could see her grandson regularly using Skype. I found one with great reviews for only 
$22.32 on Walmart.com so I bought it through shopYTB. I paid less sales tax than what I would have 
paid in store and I got to avoid the hassle of Walmart’s parking lot and long checkout lines—reduc-
ing my stress and saving me time! I really liked that I was able to add a personalized message to my 
mom’s gift and ship it for only 97 cents. To my great surprise, the gift arrived at my mom’s house less 
than 24 hours after I bought it online!  Since then, she’s been able to watch my 10-month-old son go 
from sitting to crawling to standing—all by internet! The Webcam works great, but even if it hadn’t, 
my mom could have returned it to her local Walmart. And since I went through my free shopYTB 
account to make my Walmart purchase, I received 2% cashback on my purchase! I love shopYTB!

-Maggie Endris



I purchased cologne and perfume at perfumeemporium.com <http://perfumeemporium.com> .
I decided to compare to an outside site and this is what happened:
•  My perfume was $12 cheaper than the outside site
•  My husbands cologne was $10 cheaper
•  That was a savings of $22
•  Then we were not charged tax on the $150 purchase which saved us $13.87 because we are 
 in California!
•  Then they said no shipping cost which was another savings of $5.00 at least 
• And 5.5% cash back on our purchase which was a little over $8
Total savings on two fragrances (did I mention the gas I didn’t use to go to the store?)  = $48.87!
When I tell this story people get excited!

-Shawn and Shelia Bruins



I have a medical billing service and use a lot of ink cartridges. I normally order them from Staples 
10 ink cartridges for $209.83 includes tax. Thanks to shopytb I found a company called 123 ink-
jets.com  and got the same 10 ink cartridges for $44.95 with no sales tax, free shipping and it was 
delivered 2 days later! I save $165.00 on my ink every month and that’s not counting my cash back 
and commission. What a great savings thanks YTB!

-Jennifer Howe



BUNN COFFEE FILTERS FROM SAM’s CLUB ONLINE I needed special coffee filters for my 
Bunn coffee maker. I logged into Shop YTB, clicked on SAM’s Club, and ordered Bunn “brand-name” 
coffee filters, that are not even available in the Sam’s brick & mortar warehouses. The filters were 
shipped directly the Bunn Corporation in California, by UPS, for free, and arrived at my house in 
Aurora CO less than 48 hours later. The filters were exactly what I needed, cost less than any retail 
store I ever found them in and took under 5 minutes to find and order. I paid no sales tax, shipping 
was free, and I did not drive anywhere. I got cash back and a commission on the order, while 
enjoying a cup of fresh brewed!

-Jeff Erbele



Through shopYTB I went to inkGrabbers.com to purchase ink cartridges for my printer. Normally a 
pack of 4 Canon cartridges is $59.99 at the office supply store. Through inkGrabbers I was able 
to purchase their comparable brand for $59.99 --- and received 12 cartridges instead of only 4! 
InkGrabbers had a special offer to receive 20% off my order plus if it was $75 or more I would 
receive free shipping. I selected 3 packs of photo paper ($5.99 each) and used the coupon code for 
both 20% off and free shipping. I paid LESS money by adding on the 3 packs of photo paper than 
I would have if I had just paid the shipping. On top of that, I will receive 12.5% cashback on my 
purchase and commissions from YTB!

-Julie Jacky



My son and I shopped online through shopYTB and Kohl’s to purchase t-shirts. He got to pick out 
what he liked in his size. We had two Kohl’s coupon codes - 15% off our purchase and free shipping 
on orders totaling $50.00 after discounts. We saved time and money by not having to drive to the 
store, dig through the stacks of clothes to find the right sizes and stand in the checkout line. With the 
discount, we essentially received a t-shirt for free and his t-shirts were shipped to us for free, too! We 
are also receiving 2% cashback on the purchase. Whoohooo! Love it!

-Julie Jacky



I wanted to purchase some incentives for my business and immediately thought about $25 
Restaurant.com gift certificates as the perfect option. I went through my shopYTB portal and 
learned that they were running a promotion -- 90% discount! What luck! I purchased a total of 
40 general certificates where the recipient can choose their own restaurant. The total certificate 
value was $1,000, but my total price was merely $40! And to top it off, my cash back was $5, 
so I paid a total of $35 for $1,000 worth of restaurant dining! How cool is that!! 

Thanks shopYTB!!
-Jivonne Gilliam



I have had a YTB website for awhile now but hadn’t yet ordered anything through Shop YTB. 2 
weeks ago I needed a fuel pump for a friends older model car. The local parts shop that I use wanted 
$172.00 for the fuel pump. I decided to try my shop YTB site and found the part on Parts Train for 
$56.67. I was skeptical because I am old school and like to see the part to make sure its the exact 
replacement so I don’t have a return hassle. I decided to order the part and use ground ship so the 
total was $69.85. Not only was it the exact part I needed, it came 2 days earlier then expected 
(3 days after I ordered it). I have been convinced.Oh, and not only did I save over $100.00, I will 
receive cash back of 10%. WOW!  
 
-Eldon Kohl



My premium dropped from $637.55 every 6 months to $496.50 every six months. 
That’s a $141.05 savings!! Better yet, the coverage is for one year! So I’m actually saving 
$282.10 per year. We did all the paperwork by fax and phone and completed the process in 
a couple of hours. WOW! This was an awesome experience!

-French Brown

The agent went over some more details and after all was done I was saving $2,770 per year over 
my old policy. The process was so easy I was amazed and I ended up with a company that I never 
would have known sold auto insurance.

-Glen Sawyer

Within 24 hrs I received quotes from some reputable insurance companies with great savings. One 
of the quotes would save us over a $1000 for the year. We called the agent  right away to confirm 
the quote & we finalized the purchase. We are thrilled to have new insurance for our car at a great 
SAVING with a reputable company. 

-Eugenie Cyriaque


